
Excellence in Leadership

Main Objectives
1. Create an excellence path for attendees 

to understand and easily follow during the 
presentation using the Create More, 
Share More, Live More TBLL Model. - 
(Clear and detailed explanations on the 
following page.) 

2. Connect with all individual attendees 
through their main learning style by use 
of visual photos/videos, auditory stories 
and kinesthetic audience participation.

3. To foster excellence through focusing on 
the attendee’s personal growth, followed 
by the learning time they have with co-
attendees, finally ending through strong 
actionable items and desire for success 
within their work/community.       

Presentation Flow 
The overall design of the presentation will include all factors of the event’s goals, values and 
standards. Using techniques to connect with each of the three learning types - visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic. The final desire is that attendees end the day feeling strong, positive and 
knowing they have actionable items for success!

- Use of large video screen and projection system for powerful visuals.

- Compelling stories that include humor, touching moments and life lessons.

- Actionable items - A heartfelt experience is a memorable experience.

Personality Connection
The presentation will have sub-conscious 
aspects and moments that touch upon where 
excellence comes from within the core 
motives and natural talents of the four color 
personality types. 

Reds - Fired up for action

Blues - Deeper life connections 

Whites - Understanding of the ‘How?’

Yellows - Excitement for life 



The Bucket List Life -> Create More - Share More - Live More Model 

Life is not about what you do, but who you do it with. The Bucket List Life believes that an 
excellent life well lived consists of creating more experiences, sharing those moments with 
others and the ultimate payoff, helping others without the expectation of anything in return. 
These concepts, steps and themes are simple which is why they are so often overlooked. The 
Bucket List Life in its simplicity brings this to the forefront of people’s minds and helps them start 
to feel alive, perform better in the workplace and share their most special moments with their 
closest friends and family. These moments are then positive core memories for the rest of our 
lives. 

Create More Experiences

Through the creation of more life experiences, each person starts to wake up 
from their self-induced mental coma. They remember what it’s like to learn 
something new, challenge themselves to grow and ultimately have that ‘first 
timer’ feeling again. These experiences are the base foundation of everything we 
desire in life so that we ‘feel alive’!

Share More Moments

Once an experience has been completed, it’s deep in our natural essence to 
share those moments and stories with others. We do this through social media, 
conversations at the office and storytelling around the proverbial campfire. It’s 
these very stories that make what we do and have done…’real’. Sharing stories 
dates back to days of the cavemen with drawings on the wall. As humans, we tell 
stories and we share these very experiences with others through the recreation of 
the original event. Without sharing moments and experiences, there would be no 
evolution of our society.

Live More Fulfilled

The next step in having a fulfilled life is helping another human being. That very 
process of reaching down and lifting another person up through helping, without 
the expectation of return, is invaluable. The basic act of human kindness ripples 
exponentially through the receiver and anyone who witnesses it. In return, the 
shared experience fulfills the giver. To live more, we simply give/share our 
passions, expertise and skill sets to those that need it most.

Fostering Excellence 

Ultimately, we can all create excellence in leadership in the world through 
focusing on our personal growth, followed by the learning time we have with 
friends/family and finally through our hearts in giving freely to our work/
community. We then simply repeat for continued life success!


